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W
hat a daunting prospect it must be for 
anyone for whom moving a loved one to 
residential aged care looms on the horizon.

I’ve watched clients go through it. 
There’s the guilt: Are they ready? Am I 
being selfish? Should I, could I keep car-
ing for him at home?

There’s the logistics: Where should she go? When? What will we 
do with the house, the furniture, the dog?

And then there’s the financial side. Anyone who has tried to re-
search the fees and charges themselves would know how complex it 
is. I have been educating and advising on aged care costs for over 10 
years, so I feel I’ve pretty much got a handle on it, although it took 
a while. It was years before I felt confident in my understanding of 
the system, and I still come across questions that I don’t immediately 
know the answer to.

Back when I first started trying to understand the fees and charges 
and how they interact with the age pension, there was very little writ-
ten about it, and certainly nothing user-friendly. There’s now some 
good information available, and the Department of Health and Age-
ing’s website is a good start at http://www.myagedcare.gov.au

The truth is there’s no simple way to explain everything, so I’ll 
summarise for the purposes of this article and hope it goes a little of 
the way to demystify it all.

paying for the accommodation
The table below provides a good summary of the fees, borrowed 
from Challenger:

Classification level (Determined by Aged Care Assesment Team Member)

Low level care and extra service facility High level care 

(Low or high level care) (Nursing home) 

Accommodation bond Accommodation charge (Around $33 per day)

Basic daily fee(Around $45 per day) + Income-tested fee (Depends on your income)  

+ Extra service fee (Advised by facility)

As shown above, the main components to the cost of residential 
aged care are the upfront accommodation bond, the ongoing accom-
modation charge and the daily care fees and expenses.

Accommodation bond
The accommodation bond or charge is the first thing you will have to deal 
with. This is an amount agreed up front to pay for costs relating to your ac-
commodation in a facility, such as capital expenditure and infrastructure.

Once agreed, the bond or charge amount does not change during 
the resident’s stay. In calculating a residual value for the bond in the 
event of death or leaving, the facility owner will deduct an ‘annual 
retention amount’ each year, currently about $4,000 per annum for 
the first five years. The balance is refundable without interest.
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The level of bond paid is set by the facility and de-
pends on several factors such as where the facility is lo-
cated and the level of the resident’s assets. The facility 
must leave the resident with at least $44,000 in assets 
after paying the bond.

Assets are assessed by Centrelink (or Department of 
Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) where relevant), who will advise 
if the resident is eligible to be a supported resident for 
accommodation costs. This advice will also include an 
itemised list of assets and an indication of how long this 
assessment will be current.

Here are some special tips relating to accommodation 
bonds:
1. It is not always necessary to have assets formally as-
sessed. In fact, it can even be detrimental in some cases. 
Let’s say assessable assets come to $1 million in total. 
That means the facility can charge up to $956,000 in 
bond. However, very few would charge that in reality – 
they would have a standard bond amount probably in 
the range of $200,000 to $500,000 depending on where 
the facility is located. I have heard of places that actually 
charge over their standard amount once they know the 
level of assets the resident has. Alternatively, let’s say that 
a facility has a standard rate of $250,000 bond for those 
who can afford it. The person with assets of $294,000 
or less might benefit from having their assets assessed as 
they might pay less.
2. Be careful with strategies to reduce assessable assets as 
they can backfire. In a place in demand where beds are 
scarce, the management will take the person who can pay 
the higher bond. Divesting yourself of assets could land 
you in an inferior place.
3. There are circumstances where it is beneficial to vol-
untarily pay more bond than the facility is asking. This is 
because the bond is not subject to Centrelink’s income or 
asset test, so by paying more bond, you can end up get-
ting more age pension and reducing your income-tested 
fees. You need to do the numbers though as there is an 
opportunity cost involved here in lost investment earn-
ings. Check with your adviser on this one before signing 
anything.

Accommodation charge
If assets come to over $113,784, the maximum charge of 
$33.55 a day applies and the assets assessment is unnec-
essary. An asset assessment will be needed if assets are 
below this amount, as then the resident will be classified 
as ‘supported’ and pay a lesser amount.

living expenses and care fees
Residents will also contribute towards the accommoda-
tion costs and living expenses such as meals, cleaning, 
laundry, heating and cooling. There are two types of care 
fees: the basic daily care fee and the income-tested fee.

With regard to the basic daily care fee, most residents 
will pay the standard rate of $45 per day which is 85% of 
the single rate age pension.

That is all full-pensioners pay, however part-pensioners 
and non-pensioners can also pay an income-tested fee. 
Each quarter, Centrelink (or DVA where applicable) as-
sesses the resident’s income and advise the aged care facil-
ity. The facility uses that to determine how much income- 
tested fee the resident should pay for the next quarter.

The maximum income-tested fee is currently set at 
$72.48 per day ($26,455 a year), and to be charged that a 
resident must have assessable income of around $87,000 
per annum (single) or $174,000 per annum (couple 
combined).

Here are some special tips on income-tested fees:
1. As assessment is quarterly, it is never too late to put 
strategies in place to reduce your income tested fees. 
This often goes hand in hand with an improvement in 
age pension benefits.
2. The income assessed is NOT taxable income, as Cen-
trelink have their own, often more generous income test. 
Take deeming for instance. Financial investments are 
deemed to earn a maximum of 3.5%. A portfolio of high-
yielding defensive Australian shares could be yielding far 
more than that.
3. We have a client moving into a nursing home who has 
a portfolio of shares valued at $900,000. In five months, 
it has grown in value by 15% (36% annualised) and 
yielded dividends in excess of 5% (over 10% annualised) 
before franking credits. Let’s say total annualised return 
is 40% (it’s been an exceptional five months), Centrelink 
will deem it at 3.5% for her income-tested fee calculation.
4. Income streams such as annuities are also favourably 
treated for both Centrelink and taxation purposes. It is 
well worth looking into annuities with your financial ad-
viser, and there have been some good product develop-
ments in this area in the last 12 months.
5. A strategy that gets bandied around amongst advisers 
in this field involves setting up a family trust, transfer-
ring cash into it and buying an insurance bond. As an 
insurance bond does not pay income, and therefore the 
family trust doesn’t pay income, no income is assessed 
and the income-tested fees reduce. On a technical level 
this strategy has merit, but I’ve never actually put one in 
place. It is just too complicated to explain, and there are 
better or as good alternatives available in my opinion.

This article just scratches the surface of the financial 
side of moving into residential aged care. It seems to be 
an area where many people think they are on their own 
having to work it out, but there are advisers who know a 
lot about this stuff and can make a real difference. One 
small change in the strategy can make a massive financial 
difference. fs
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